ECS Research output 2017

Journal contributions


Le, T. H. P., Biesbroek, R., & Wals, A. E. J. (2017). The interplay between social learning and adaptive capacity in climate change adaptation: A systematic review. NJAS Wageningen Journal of Life Sciences, 82, 1-9. DOI: 10.1016/j.njas.2017.05.001


PhD Dissertations


Books


Book chapters


Reports


**Paper presentations / keynotes / abstracts in proceedings / Activities / Non textual**


Wals, A.E.J. (2017) Are we educated to destroy the Earth: ‘University Education for Sustainability’ held at the Purpose of the Future University conference held at Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark, November 7-8, 2017.


Wals, A.E.J. (2017) Social learning against climate change Keynote held at the International Conference on Environmental Education held in Taipei Region, Taiwan held on September 14th.

Wals, A.E.J. (2017) No Jobs on a Dead Planet: Are We Educated to Destroy the Earth? Input talk ‘Forum University Education for Sustainability’ held at Gothenburg University on November 14th.


